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Date: 3 December 2021 
 
An Open Letter 
 
FAO: Mr W. H. Smith, Directors of The Bluebird Project Ltd., and Volunteers of The Bluebird Project  
  
Re: Bluebird K7 - The Coniston Institute & Ruskin Museum (“The Museum”) and The Bluebird Project 
Ltd (BBP)  
 
We refer to the request made of the Trustees of The Coniston Institute & Ruskin Museum, via your own 
forum and repeated via social media. We have been directed to this by third parties. 
 
Firstly apologies for the slightly slower than normal response. Coniston, as you may be aware was badly hit 
by Storm Arwen on 26th November and experienced a power outage in excess of 72 hours and therefore 
delayed the Trustees finalising their response. 
 
The relationship between the members of the Campbell Family Heritage Trust and the Trustees of the 
Museum is as strong as ever. The proposals which have been tabled have been well documented.  
 
We have discussed the matter with Ms. Campbell. The only formal proposals that were made involving the 
Ruskin Museum was the one made in 2019 following the Without Prejudice meeting on 6th July 2019.  
There was a number of conversations some of which were face to face between Bill Smith & Gina which she 
says were private proposals between Gina and Bill. It is, we believe, these that she was referring to in her 
social media post rather than has been suggested that the Ruskin Museum was not passing proposals on to 
yourselves. As we were not party to those private discussions / proposals between Gina and Bill we are 
obviously unable to assist you further in this matter and can only suggest you speak to Ms. Campbell 
directly if you require further clarification 
 
Your constant reference to the much-vaunted 2013 draft Deed of Gift is at best misleading. Whilst we 
acknowledge this was submitted and discussed, no agreement was reached with the Trustee board, and it 
was never signed as a Deed. On 24th February 2021, in an email to Anne Hall, Chair of Trustees, Bill Smith 
wrote “We therefore formally withdraw our offer of the 2013 agreement, which you may at a glance be 
relieved about, but with it goes any offer of ownership for the museum, any offer to display our many years 
of hard work and also the promise we have kept for all these years to do our work at no cost to the 
museum.” 
 
We therefore view the constant reference to that document as spurious, given that it has been withdrawn 
and hence is irrelevant. However, it does confirm the basis on which it was agreed that Bluebird K7 would 
be restored. 



 

We acknowledge receipt of your Without Prejudice Subject as to Costs email, received today. 
 
Yours sincerely   
 
The Trustees of the Coniston Institute & Ruskin Museum 
 


